
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Bird Rock Games LLC Unveils Exciting Enhancements in 
Major Update to Jigsaw Puzzles for iOS

SAN DIEGO,  March 17, 2024 – Bird Rock Games LLC, is excited 
to announce a major update to its flagship offering, Jigsaw 
Puzzles for iOS, bringing a host of exciting enhancements that 
elevate the jigsaw puzzle experience to new heights.

What's New in Jigsaw Puzzles: 
1. More Piece Count Options

Jigsaw Puzzles now empowers players with the ability to choose 
puzzle piece counts ranging from a beginner-friendly 4 pieces to a 
challenging 1024 pieces. With 31 piece count options for square 
images, you can tailor your puzzle-solving experience to your 
desired level of complexity. (Available piece counts may vary 
depending on the size and shape of the puzzle artwork.)

2. More Puzzle Shapes 
Jigsaw Puzzles leads the pack, with expanded puzzle shape 
options, enabling you to craft landscape, portrait, and panoramic 
puzzles using your own photos. Of course, square puzzles are 
still available too!

http://t%20https//apps.apple.com/us/app/jigsaw-puzzles-puzzle-game/id1567982232
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3. Improved Puzzle Art Viewer

Enhancing user experience, Jigsaw Puzzles introduces an 
improved puzzle art viewer. Players can seamlessly move the 
puzzle art around the screen during gameplay without 
interruption.

4. Dynamic Lighting Effect

Enjoy a more realistic and engaging puzzle-solving experience 
with the introduction of dynamic lighting effects on rotating puzzle 
pieces. The addition of highlights and shadows adds a touch of 
authenticity to every move, bringing puzzles to life in a new 
dimension.

5. Reduced App Download Size

Experience the convenience of updating on the go, without 
worrying about data usage. Jigsaw Puzzles has significantly 
reduced the app install size to 25.1MB or less, becoming one of 
smallest jigsaw puzzle games you can download on the App 
Store. All with the same great quality you’ve come to expect from 
Bird Rock Games LLC.

About Jigsaw Puzzles: 
With a 4.7-star rating in the App Store, Jigsaw Puzzles provides a 
premium gaming experience. With a clean, visually appealing 
user interface, plenty of free content and a compelling feature set, 
Jigsaw Puzzles from Bird Rock Games LLC is one to watch.

Developer: Bird Rock Games LLC

https://www.birdrockgames.com


Original Release Date: 07/15/2021
Platforms: iOS 15.0 or later, iPadOS 15.0 or later
Languages: English
Install Size: 23.8 MB to 25.1 MB
App Store Rating: 4.8 

Features
• Access the entire puzzle library - FREE
• Play puzzles featuring your own photos - FREE
• Use your own photos, or artwork from your favorite AI tool
• Support for square, portrait, landscape and panoramic puzzles
• Puzzle sizes from 4 to 1024 pieces
• Rotating puzzle pieces (can be disabled)
• Zoom in to see the details up close

Optional subscription to remove ads: $0.99/month
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Game Piece Counts Use Your Own Photos Puzzle Shapes

Jigsaw Puzzles 
Bird Rock Games LLC

4 to 1024 (31 choices) FREE Square, Portrait, 
Landscape, 
Panoramic

Jigsaw Collection HD

 Veraxen Ltd

12 to 440 (10 choices) $9.99 Landscape

Jigsaw Puzzles

Easy Brain

36 to 400 (6 choices) NO Square

Jigsaw Puzzles

Mobilityware

iPad: 9 to 1024 (23 choices)

iPhone: 9 to 400 (18 choices)

$9.99 Square

Magic Puzzles

Zimad

Free: 24 - 630 (6 choices)

Paid: 1200 ($7.99/week)

$7.99/Week Landscape
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Ready to Experience the Next Level of Puzzle Fun?

Download the latest version of Jigsaw Puzzles now and immerse 
yourself in a world of creativity, relaxation, and unbeatable puzzle 
satisfaction!

Download from the App Store: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/
jigsaw-puzzles-puzzle-game/id1567982232 

For media inquiries, please contact:

media@birdrockgames.com

Download our press kit:

https://www.birdrockgames.com/press/PressKit.zip

About Bird Rock Games LLC
Bird Rock Games LLC is a privately held, boutique game studio, 
based in San Diego, California. Crafting only the finest games for 
your enjoyment, since 2021.
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